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An Algorithmic Approach to Loop Shaping with
Applications to Self-tuning Control Systems
by

ZHIQIANG GAO

Department of Electrical Engineering, Cleveland State University, Cleveland,
OH 44115, U.S.A.
An algorithmic approach to feedback control design is introduced. It simplifies
the existing iterative design process, which is often tedious, by reducing the design problem to
solving a set of linear algebraic equations. The algorithmic nature of such an approach
makes it attractive to not only off-line designs but also selj:tuning control systems, where the
compensators are continuously tuned on-line as the dynamics of the physical process vary with
time. This is demonstrated in the example where the proposed algorithm is implementedfor an
industrial tension regulation system with successful simulation results. Extensions of the algorithm to multi-input and multi-output systems, as well as discrete time systems, are also
introduced.
ABSTRACT:

I. Introduction
It is well known in control theory that much information concerning perform
ance, stability and robustness of a linear time-invariant control system can be
obtained from its loop gain frequency response. This insightful relationship leads
to the principle ofloop-shaping design techniques; see, for example, (1-3). In loop
shaping design, the closed-loop specifications are translated to the constraints on
the loop gain transfer function, which can be met by an appropriate choice of the
compensator. The combination of Nyquist and the Bode plots, as well as Nichol's
charts, provided powerful graphical tools for single-input and single-output (SISO)
control system design. Design techniques based on loop frequency response were
also developed for multi-input and multi-output (MIMO) systems with variations.
The use of loop-shaping techniques requires skill and experience. Although there
are guidelines on how to select the compensator to manipulate the loop gain
frequency response, the design is carried out in a largely cut-and-try procedure,
which can be tedious at times. A new design method is proposed in this paper as
an alternative to the iterative design approach. It reduces the design problem to
solving a set of linear algebraic equations which can be carried out by a computer.
The new design process not only reduces the burden on the designer but also
makes it possible for a more autonomous design that can be implemented on-line.
Note that the previous loop-shaping techniques are mainly off-line design methods.
The designer selects the compensator based on the observations of the Nyquist
and Bode plots of the plants and the desired loop gain. Such interactions are not
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I. A feedback control system.

necessary in the proposed approach, where a computer algorithm determines the
appropriate compensator from the frequency response of the plant and the loop
gain constraints. The simplicity and the algorithmic nature of such an approach
make it attractive to self-tuning control systems where the compensators are con
tinuously tuned on-line as the dynamics of the physical process vary with time.
The automatic on-line tuning of controllers poses many challenges to control
engineers. The need to tune controllers arises from practical control problems.
Most physical systems are, in general, nonlinear and time-varying systems. Yet the
majority of the current control techniques are based on linear and time-invariant
models. These models are usually obtained from the approximation of the plants
in the neighborhood of an operating point. In many control applications, however,
the system dynamics could change significantly from one operating point to the
other, and the controllers must be adjusted, or tuned, in order to maintain the
performance and stability. Due to the complexity of the problem, main research
activities on self-tuning controllers have so far been largely restricted to controllers
of simple structure, such as PID controllers; see, for example, (4). With the pro
posed algorithm, it is now possible to perform auto-tuning for a large class of
controllers.
The new design method is developed based on the matrix interpolation theory
(5) where the loop gain constraints are expressed as interpolation constraints. The
design problem is formulated as a polynomial matrix interpolation problem and is
described in Section II. A novel self-tuning control system and its implementation
in an industrial tension control system is shown in Section III. The extension of
the proposed approach to discrete time systems and MIMO systems are described
in Section IV. Finally, some concluding remarks are included in Section V.

II. A New Design Technique
Consider the linear, time-invariant, SISO control system in Fig. 1. P(s) is the
transfer function of the plant, C(s) is the compensator to be determined. A classical
approach to feedback design is to work directly with the loop gain transfer function,
L(s) = P(s)C(s). The stability and performance specifications are interpreted as
constraints on the loop gain frequency response, L(jw) = P(jw)C(}w). From these
constraints, the designer knows that the IL(jw) I should be large up to a frequency
and small beyond another frequency; the designer also knows roughly where the
crossover frequency, wc, should be from the transient response requirements. The
Nyquist stability theorem puts additional constraints on L(jw) in terms of the
encirclement of the -1 +}O point by the graph of L(jw), the gain and phase
margins, etc.

In the existing loop-shaping design techniques, C(s) is determined iteratively,
such that L(jw) satisfies all constraints; see for example, (1). This process of finding
the appropriate C(s) requires a great deal of human intuition and experience.
Compromises are often made in the transient response specifications, the com
pensator complexity, the actuation limit and the stability robustness, etc. In the
following, a new procedure is introduced.
2.1. Problem formulation
Let the design specifications be expressed as interpolation constraints of the
form:
L(jw;) = a"

i

= 1, I,

(2.1)

where a; are complex numbers. Note that this is a reasonable assumption since
most design specifications, such as a command following in certain frequency
range, crossover frequency, gain and phase margins, stability robustness against
high frequency unmodeled dynamics, etc., can be translated as constraints on
magnitude and phase of L(jw) at a set of frequencies, {w;}. Then, the design
problem becomes to find a compensator C(s) such that:
L(jw;) = P(jw;)C(jw;),

i

= 1, I,

(2.2)

where P(jw;) is the given frequency response of the plant evaluated at Wi. Writing
L(jw;) = a; and P(jw;) = Pi' i = 1, I, the numerator and denominator coefficients
of C(s) can be obtained by solving the set of linear algebraic equations:
(2.3)
Given the degree of C(s), a; and Pi' solving C(s) from Eq. (2.3) can be seen as
the rational function interpolation problem. This problem is also known as the
transfer function curve-fitting problem (6). It is similar to the system identification
problem, where the transfer function is to be determined from the frequency
response of the plant (7-9).
2.2. Solving the interpolation problem
Many control system constraints and properties can be expressed as interpolation
constraints of transfer functions or transfer function matrices. For example, the
curve-fitting problem discussed above is a special case of the matrix interpolation
problem. The recent development in matrix interpolation theory (5) offers a new
theoretical framework in which various algebraic aspects of the matrix interp
olation problems are explored. Computer algorithms (8, 9) are developed to solve
practical problems. It is shown, in the following, that the design problems for
mulated in Eqs (2.1)-(2.3) can be effectively solved using the matrix interpolation
theory and algorithms.
Let C(s) be C(s) = n(s)/d(s) , where n(s) and des) are numerator and denominator
polynomials, respectively. The problem in Eq. (2.3) is equivalent to determining
the polynomial matrix [n(s), -des)] which satisfies

[n(jwJ,

-d(jWJ{~;J= 0,

i = 1, I,

where I is the number of constraints.
Given column degrees of n(s) and des), d 1 and d2 , and I constraints {Jw;,
the matrix [n(s), -des)] can be uniquely determined from (5):
[N, - D][S"

Cl = [0, EJ,

(2.4)

{3h

IX;},

(2.5)

where
[n(s), - des)]

= [N, -

D]S(s)

(2.6)

with
S(s)

= blk diag{[l, s, ... ,sd'l'},
Sf:

=

i

= 1,2

[S(jw l)C 1, ... , S(jw,)c,].

(2.7)
(2.8)

Here Nand D are row vectors which contain the coefficients of n(s) and d(s) ,
respectively; C; = [{3;, IX;]'. Equations [N, D]C = Erepresent k additional constraints
on the coefficients; k is the number of columns of C or E and it is taken to be
k = (I:.d;+(p+m))-l. Furthermore, C is selected so that [Sh Cl has full rank,
assuming S, has full rank (5); in this way a unique solution exists for any E. These
additional conditions can be used, for example, to ensure the properness of C(s),
or to make des) a monic polynomial. Detailed algebraic properties of this fitting
problem are discussed in (5, 7).
Note that Eq. (2.5) can be solved as a weighted least-square problem (10) and
frequency weighting can be easily implemented to reflect the degree of importance
of each loop gain constraint. The solutions can be obtained in one step by solving
Eq. (2.5), which is a set oflinear algebraic equations.
2.2.1. Stability. Since stability is one of the most important characteristics of
any feedback system, it should take the highest priority in design. In selecting loop
gain constraints, the gain and phase margin should be large enough to allow
inaccuracies from approximations in both modeling and design process. Frequency
weighting can be used to make the stability constraints dominant in the cost
function.
2.2.2. The order of the compensator. One can always find a C(s) that satisfies all
constraints in Eq. (2.3) by picking the degree of C(s) high enough. In practice,
however, it is often required to find the compensator of lowest order which meets
all the specifications. Furthermore, the loop gain constraints are usually indi
cations, rather than absolute criteria, of the open loop frequency response that will
lead to satisfactory closed-loop performance. Therefore, the design objective can
be seen as to find a compensator C(s) of lowest order, such that the loop gain
frequency response stays in a close neighborhood of the points specified in Eq.
(2.3). The tolerance of error can be predetermined by the designer and a search
algorithm can be used to find the solution. This algorithm will repeatedly solve Eq.
(2.5) while increasing the order of n(s) and des) until it finds the solution within
the error tolerance.

2.2.3. Equality via inequality constraints. The loop gain constraints in the loop
shaping design approach are mostly given as a set of inequalities, such as
IL(jw) I > Lt, for WI < w < W2, etc. This is obviously more flexible than the equality
constraints shown in Eq. (2.1). In determining the compensator, however, the
equality constraints are easier to use in order to solve for the coefficients of
C(s) algorithmically. Note that the solutions of Eq. (2.5) are usually least-square
solutions and they do not solve Eqs (2.1)-(2.3) exactly. This is acceptable since the
design specification, and therefore the loop gain constraints, are not absolute in
nature. The constraints must be selected reasonably so that they can be met by
using a relatively simple compensator. For example, if the loop gain is required to
have the magnitude decreasing over a frequency range, one should allow the phase
to drop over the same range.
2.2.4. Modeling of the plant. A unique feature of this design approach is that it
does not require the explicit mathematic model of the plant. To carry out the
design, the only information needed from the plant is its frequency response as a
set of frequencies, {w;}. Consequently, not only the major portion of the system
identification process is eliminated, but also the errors associated with it. Further
more, it makes it feasible to implement an automatic design process on-line such
that the compensator can be adjusted as the dynamics of the plant changes. This
will be addressed in detail later in Section IV.
2.2.5. Control reconfiguration. Control system redesign is often necessary in
many applications, such as failure accommodations (11), where the plant dynamics
change significantly during operation. Such tasks can be carried out with the
proposed approach. Unlike many existing techniques, there is no need to estimate
the system parameters on-line since only the frequency response is required by the
tuning algorithm. Therefore, it makes the practical implementation of such systems
more realistic. Furthermore, the new design method offers a unique way to stabilize
the impaired system quickly by solving a set of linear algebraic equations. Con
straints for both stability and performance are expressed in the same equations
and the compensator that meets these constraints is obtained in one step. The
degree of the compensator is not predetermined and this offers great flexibility in
accommodating a wide range of failures.
Example I
Consider the feedback control system shown in Fig. I. Assume that
g(s) = I/(s+ l)(s+5) and the design specifications are as follows: the crossover
frequency be around w = I rad/s; the output disturbance be attenuated at least 40
dB for w :::; 0.01 rad/s; the gain and phase margin be above 4 and 30 c , respectively;
and finally, the system remains stable when there is unmodeled dynamics of the
magnitude up to 40 dB for w ~ 10 rad/s.
Translating the closed-loop specifications to loop constraints, the crossover
frequency and stability margin conditions are directly applied to the loop gain; the
disturbance rejection and stability robustness conditions can be interpreted as
IP(jw)C(jw) I ~ 100, w:::; 0.01 rad/s, and IP(jw)C(jw) I < 0.01, w ~ 10 rad/s.
From these constraints, four interpolation pairs are selected as shown in Table 1.

TABLE I.
Interpolation constraints

w (rad/s)

0.01

IP(jw)C(jw) I
arg(P(jw)C(jw))
IC(jw) I
arg(C(jw))

100
-90"
500
-84

-130°
10
-70

0

0

2

10

0.2
-160°
2.5
75°

0.005
-270
0.67
-120

0

0

Note that the interpolation constraints are selected with some conservatism so that
the inaccuracies in the approximate solutions can be tolerated to a certain degree.
Now, the solutions are obtained by solving Eqs (2.1)-(2.8). All solutions with
order higher than one solve the least-square problem with a negligible error. An
approximate first-order solution with the error in a reasonable range is found to
be:
C (s ) =

-0.26s+6.27
.
s

The resulting crossover frequency is 0.9 radjs; gain margin is 3.8, phase margin is
about 35°; IP(jw)C(jw) I = 104;rat w = 0.Ql, IP(jw)C(jw) I = 0.006 at w = 10 and
dropping.
Remark
There is a trade off between the order of the compensator and how close the
interpolation constraints can be met. If one selects the order of the compensator
high enough, the constraints in Table I can always be satisfied exactly. The selection
of the interpolation pairs also affects the complexity of the solution. Note that, in
this example, the specifications on the phase of L(jw) are important only around
the crossover frequency. The loop gain constraints at low and high frequencies are
merely magnitude constraints. However, the choices of the phase at these fre
quencies can directly influence the structure of the loop gain and the compensator.
For example, the constraint ofarg(P(jw)C(jw» = -90 at w = 0.01 radjs implies
that the loop gain will have one pole at the origin.
0

III. A Novel Self-tuning Control Scheme

Under various circumstances, the dynamics of the physical process will change.
The change may happen quickly or slowly depending on the nature of the plant.
For example, the performance of actuators may degrade slowly with time which
corresponds to slow changes in the dynamics of the system. On the other hand, if
a failure suddenly occurs in an actuator, it will introduce dramatic variations in
the system which corresponds to quick changes in system dynamics. In either
situation, the compensator C(s) designed for the original plant pes) may become
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2. A self-tuning control system.

ineffective and need to be adjusted during operation. In the following, a self-tuning
control system is proposed to address such problems.
The new design approach discussed above integrates the modeling and design
into one process. Once the design specifications are given in terms of loop gain
frequency response, the rest of the design can be carried out by a computer
algorithm. The frequency response of the plant can be found as the ratio of Fourier
transform of the input and output. Or, it can be calculated as (12):

. ) _ SuuUw,)
P( JW- ,
SuyUw,)
I

where SuuUw,) and SuyUw,) are the auto- and cross spectra of the input and output
time history. With LUw,) and PUw,) given for i = 1, /, the compensator C(s) is
obtained by solving the linear algebraic equation (2.5) on-line.
3.1. System configuration
Based on the above discussion, a conceptual configuration of a self-tuning
control system is shown in Fig. 2. In this system, the input and output data in time
domain is continuously recorded and the frequency response PUw,) is obtained
using the fast Fourier transform (FFT). From the new {PUw,)} and the given
constraints on loop gain, {LUw,)} , the supervisory control, a higher level decision
making mechanism, determines of the compensator should be updated. This is
done by comparing the frequency response of the loop gain transfer function at a
set of frequencies {w,} with the desired one. If the difference exceeds a pre
determined limit, the tuning algorithm will be executed. The tuning algorithm
receives PUw,) and LUw,) from the supervisory control block and determines the
new compensator C(s) using the design method discussed in Section II. Thus, as
the dynamics of the plant changes, the performance of the closed-loop system is
maintained by adjusting C(s). This process can be completely automated without
human intervention. Furthermore, the computational complexity of the algorithm
is expected to be reasonable for on-line operation since it only involves solving a
set of linear algebraic equations.
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3. A typical web tension regulation scheme.

For relatively slow changes in the plant dynamics where the system is still
approximately linear and time invariant, the adjustment of the compensator will
be infrequent. For dramatic changes in the system such as component failures or
surface damages in aircraft, it is essential that the system be quickly stabilized
before it gets out of control. The tuning method proposed here could be very
effective in achieving this goal since it does not require the explicit model of the
plant and a control redesign can be quickly executed. For systems that are essen
tially nonlinear but can be approximated by a linear model in a certain range of
frequencies, the frequency response of the plant, P(jw;), indirectly approximates
the nonlinear system with a linear system that has the transfer function pes). Thus,
the explicit modeling and linearization of nonlinear systems are not necessary.
3.2. Comparison to self-tuning adaptive control
The proposed method is similar in concept to self-tuning adaptive control. The
objective of both methods is to adjust the compensator to accommodate the
changes in the plant. The implementations are, however, very different. The new
method has the following unique characteristics:

(a) It does not estimate the parameters of the plant, directly or indirectly.
Therefore, there are no assumptions made regarding the structure, the order,
the relative degree, etc., of the plant.
(b) There is no assumption made on the structure of the compensator. The
order of the compensator is determined only to satisfy the design constraints.
Compromises can be made automatically between the complexity of C(s)
and the performance specifications.
(c) The compensator is only adjusted when necessary and it is done quickly in
one step. For this purpose, a decision-making mechanism, perhaps in the
form of a rule-based system, is required.
Example 2. Self:tuning web tension regulation
The industrial WEB tension regulators are typically implemented with a PI
controller as shown in Fig. 3. The physical plant is shown in Fig. 4, where the
un stretched web is introduced into the plant. The PI parameters are tuned to

Web Material

L

FIG.

4. The physical plant.

provide a stable responsive system for the entire range of product processed through
the system. This results in a system that is de-tuned for a large range of products
and optimally tuned for a small range of products.
Unknowns such as web damping, friction and slippage make the derivation of
analytical tuning algorithms difficult. The usual approach is to tune heuristically
the PI controller on-site based on observed system performance. Typically this
results in stable tension regulation until such time as a product with extreme
physical parameters is processed through the system. All too often this results in
unstable tension regulation which in turn requires re-tuning of the loop. A better
approach would be to provide a self-tuning regulation scheme that obviates the
need for empirically finding a single unique set of stable tuning parameters for the
entire range of products processed through the system.
To this point adaptive and/or self-tuning regulation schemes have not been
considered for web transport systems. This fact can be attributed to the complexity
of the existing time-domain algorithms, and the associated hardware and software
implementation difficulties.
The use of a PI controller for the inner speed loop is desirable for actual
implementations where the need to jog the driven roll without the web material
connected is a necessity. Assuming: (I) the tension in the web entering the tension
zone is zero and (2) the system speed reference VI is constant, the following transfer
function from the output of the tension regulator to the tension feedback can be
derived:

(3.1)

where E = web modulus of elasticity (N/cm 2 ), A = web cross-sectional area (cm 2 ),
L = web length (m), VI = velocity of feed roll (m/s), V2 = velocity of exit roll
(m/s), Ws = 20 (rad/s), lis lumped roll/motor inertia (N m 2 ) and K = KIKiEA/L).
The self-tuning web tension regulator was implemented as shown in Fig. 2. The
simulation was performed using SIMULINK and MATLAB. Viscous friction,
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5. Output response before and after self-tuning (A = \0 cm 2).

feedback noise, line speed noise and web-damping were included to provide realistic
unmodeled dynamics. A SIMULINK masked s-function performs the FFT and
executes the self-tuning algorithm to provide the new controller parameters. During
the self-tuning process the system is stimulated with a small speed reference step.
Care was taken to ensure that web tension was reasonably bounded during this
period. To prevent regulator wind-up while the system is run with an open tension
loop during the plant identification process, the input to the tension regulator is
forced to zero.
The self-tuning system was initialized with a set of poorly tuned controller
parameters. Two tension steps of 5-s duration (from 0 to lOs in Fig. 6) were
followed by a 10-s data collection and regulator tuning period. After which the re
tuned response to three tension steps of 5-s duration was obtained. The plant
frequency response obtained via the FFT is shown in Fig. 5 with probabilistic
bounds of error.
Note that the ability of the self-tuning algorithm to tune the regulator such that
the desired open loop frequency response is obtained is directly related to the
ability of the application FFT algorithm to identify the frequency response of the
plant. It was observed that the relatively accurate plant frequency response data,
as shown in Fig. 5, is critical to the success of the application of the described self
tuning algorithm. Factors impacting the quality of the estimated plant frequency
response are: (1) sample time (high frequency response), (2) the sample length
(low frequency response) , (3) the choice of FFT windowing algorithm (transient
disturbance and noise rejection), (4) the choice of smoothing algorithm (noise
rejection) and (5) harmonic content of the input stimulus (overall frequency
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response). Adequate performance of the tuning will depend on making appropriate
choices of (1) to (5) based on the given application.
Simulation results also indicate that the choice of frequencies used in the gen
eration of L(jOJ) and P(jOJ) govern the quality of the final self-tuned regulator
design. Care should be taken to provide frequencies low enough to generate a
meaningful estimation of the plant's low-frequency response yet high enough to
provide for adequate compensation of high-frequency underdamped modes.

IV. Extension to Discrete Time Systems and MIMO Systems
4.1. Discrete time system design
The new design method described above can be directly extended to discrete
time control systems. Assuming that the plant is a discrete time system with a
transfer function P(z), the compensator is C(z), and the loop gain transfer function
is L(z) = P(z)C(z). The frequency response of discrete time systems is obtained by
substituting z as z = e jwT, where Tis the sampling period. The curve-fitting problem
in discrete time (7) can be described as given the input and output data in frequency
domain, i.e. u(ejwl) and y (e jwl) at a set of discrete frequencies {OJ = OJ i , i = 1,2, ...},
respectively, find a transfer function matrix H(z ) such that:
(4.1)
Let the design specifications be expressed as interpolation constraints of the
form :

(4.2)
where :J. i are complex numbers. Similar to the continuous time system, the design
problem becomes to find a compensator C(z) such that:
(4.3)
where P(eJw,T) is the given frequency response of the plant evaluated at Wi. Writing
L(e JWiT ) = :J. i and P(e JWiT) = Pi' i = I, /, the numerator and denominator coefficients
of C(z) can be obtained by solving the set of linear algebraic equations:
(4.4)
Given the degree of C(z), (1i and Pi' the problem of determining the transfer
function C(z) that satisfies the constraints in Eq. (4.4) can be solved by using
matrix interpolation theory as well (7). This is shown as follows.
Let C(z) be C(z) = n(z) /d(z ), where n(z) and d(z) are numerator and denomi
nator polynomials, respectively. The problem in Eq. (4.4) becomes determining
the polynomial matrix [n(z), -d(z)] which satisfies
[n(elw,T),

-d(elWiT){~:J = 0,

i

=

1, /,

(4.5)

where / is the number of constraints.
Given column degrees of n(z) and d(z), d, and d2 , and I constraints {ejU),T, PJ, exJ},
the matrix [n(z), -d(z)] can be determined from
[N, -D][S[,C]

= [O,E],

(4.6)

[N, -D]S(z)

(4.7)

where
[n(z) , -d(z)]

=

with
S(z)

= blkdiag{[1 ,z, ... ,zd'l'},

i= 1,2

(4.8)
(4.9)

Here Nand D are row vectors which contain the coefficients of n(z) and d(z),
respectively; Ci = [Pi' ex;]'. Similar to the continuous time curve-fitting problem, C
and E are used to impose extra constraints on n(s) and des).
Note that the frequency response of a discrete time system is periodic. In loop
shaping, one only needs to consider the frequency response in the first period. That
is, the frequencies of interest are limited to a small range and the numerical
properties of Eq. (4.6) are usually better than those of Eq. (2.5).

4.2. MIMO system design
The concept of the classical frequency domain design methods for SISO systems
have already been extended to MIMO systems (2, 3). Consider the system in
Fig. I where pes) and C(s) are now q x p and p x m transfer function matrices,

respectively. The same design philosophy can be applied using the singular value
plot of L(jw) = P(jw)C(jw), instead of the Bode plot. Similarly, the design speci
fications can be expressed in terms of the singular value plot of L(jw) and the
compensator C(s) is to be found so that L(jw) meets the constraints. Here the
problem is finding C(s) is rather difficult due to the lack of intuition on the relation
between C(s) and the singular value plot of the loop gain. Even if a solution is
found, the design is likely to be very conservative since the singular value of a
matrix is only related to the bound on the absolute value of its eigenvalues. That
is, only the information on the upper and lower bounds of the magniturie of the
transfer function matrix is used in design.
The extension of the new design method to MIMO system design requires the
design specifications be expressed in terms of frequency response of the loop gain
transfer function L(s) at a set of discrete frequencies, L(jw j ) , i = 1, I. Once this is
accomplished, the same procedure for SISO systems can be applied with few
modifications. This is briefly described below.
Assume that the left coprime fraction representation of C(s) is
C(s)

=

D~' (s)N(s) ,

where D(s) and N(s) are (p x p) and (p x m) polynomial matrices, respectively; the
design specifications are given in the same way as in Eqs (2.1)-(2.3), except a i and
Pi are now vectors of appropriate dimensions. The problem becomes determining
the polynomial matrix [N(s), -D(s)] (p x (p+m)) which satisfies

[N(jWJ'-D(jWJ{~;J= 0,

i

= 1,1,

(4.10)

where I is the number of constraints.
Given column degrees of [N(s), -D(s)], d;, i = 1, p+m, and I constraints {jw;,
u(w;), yew;)}, based on rational matrix interpolation theory (5), the matrix [N(s),
- D(s)] can be determined from
[N, -D][S"

= [O,E],

(4.11 )

= [N, - D]S(s)

(4.12)

q

where
[N(s), - D(s)]

with
S(s)

= blkdiag{[l,s, ... ,Sd
S,:

where

Cj

=

1 ],},

i

= l,p+m

[S(jw, )c" ... ,S(jw/)ctJ,

(4.13)
(4.14)

= [P" aJ.

Remark
It is shown here that the new loop-shaping design technique can be directly
applied to MIMO systems. A unique challenge in MIMO system design is to
translate all design specifications as loop gain constraints. In applications such as

failure accommodation and self-tuning control, this can be achieved by using the
information from the nominal (or desired) system model. Further investigation is
needed to deal w~th the issue in a more r:enerfllllettine
V. Concluding Remarks
It is shown in this paper that the proposed loop-shaping design technique has a
great potential to relieve control design engineers from the tedious task of man
ipulating the loop gain frequency response in order to achieve design specifications.
This innovative design approach also leads to a novel self-tuning scheme which
was successfully implemented and simulated for an industrial application.
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